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Abstract
Annotated datasets have become crucial for training Machine Learning (ML) models 
for developing Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) and their functions. Generating these data-
sets usually involves a complex coordination of automation and manual effort. Moreover, 
most available labelling tools focus on specific media types (e.g., images or video). Con-
sequently, they cannot perform complex labelling tasks for multi-sensor setups. Recently, 
ASAM published OpenLABEL, a standard designed to specify an annotation format flex-
ible enough to support the development of automated driving features and to guarantee 
interoperability among different systems and providers. In this work, we present WebLa-
bel, the first multipurpose web application tool for labelling complex multi-sensor data that 
is fully compliant with OpenLABEL 1.0. The proposed work analyses several labelling use 
cases demonstrating the standard’s benefits and the application’s flexibility to cover various 
heterogeneous requirements: image labelling, multi-view video object annotation, point-
cloud view-based labelling for 3D geometries and action recognition.

Keywords OpenLABEL · Ground truth · Video labelling · Point cloud · Tracking · 3D

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) is fuelling the development of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs). As in 
other domains, ML has grown exponentially in reliability and performance, providing tech-
niques to recognise what objects are present, localising the objects in 2D and 3D, deter-
mining the objects’ and scene’s attributes, characterising relationships between objects and 
providing a semantic description of the scene [1]. Such capabilities enable the creation 
of perception functions as the basis upon which AV functions can be built, such as lane-
keeping systems, lane change assist, automatic braking, parking, etc.
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As part of safety-related functions in AV, ML functions shall be validated before being 
deployed into real roads and vehicles. To that end, it is necessary to demonstrate its behav-
iour, e.g., by measuring its detection accuracy or equivalent metric, in all those situations 
where the function is supposed to work correctly [2, 3]. In the automotive industry, one 
major approach is to collect a variety of scenes with instrumented vehicles which capture 
relevant scenes in as many situations as desired. That often huge content requires a rigor-
ous labelling process to create ground truth, i.e., identify, classify, and detail such situa-
tions so that the output of the function (e.g., a classification algorithm, a measurement of 
the distance to a lane marking) can be compared to the ground truth to extract objective 
measures of performance (aka Key Performance Indicators, KPI).

These recordings are usually multi-sensorial datasets, which combine images with point 
clouds, odometry and vehicle data. Multi-sensor data labelling is crucial in the automotive 
industry as it is essential for developing and improving autonomous driving technologies. 
Autonomous vehicles rely on data from multiple sensors such as cameras, lidars, radars, 
and GPS to make decisions and navigate complex environments. Labelling this data will 
improve accuracy by combining data from multiple sensors assuring that autonomous vehi-
cles can have a complete understanding of their environment, leading to better decision-
making and safer driving. Labelling actions may then require obtaining specific informa-
tion about the objects in the scene, such as pedestrians or vehicles, along with scenery 
(e.g., lanes or traffic signs), behavioural information (e.g., status or actions carried out by 
the driver or other road participants), and even contextual data about the scene (e.g., road 
type, country, illumination conditions, etc.). Multi-sensorial data implies that multiple 
objects may appear at each sensor payload; thus, calibration and synchronisation require-
ments must be considered during the labelling process.

OpenLABEL 1.0 was released at the end of 2021 by ASAM e.V. [4] to address the 
need for a harmonised description of a data format that covers the abovementioned multi-
sensor object labelling requirements. The standard was conceived as flexible to support a 
variety of labelling use cases, including simple and classic 2D image labelling types (e.g., 
bounding boxes, polygons, pixel-wise), 3D point clouds (e.g., cuboids, polylines), but also 
time intervals as semantically rich periods where something is happening (e.g., an action 
or event). Thanks to its structure and utilisation of synchronisation and calibration informa-
tion, OpenLABEL guarantees that objects can receive a single unique identifier despite its 
many potential representations at each sensor (e.g., a single car projected in 4–8 cameras 
or LIDAR).

The complexity of 2D, 3D and temporal annotations cannot still be easily solved with 
automated algorithms, which may give reasonably good detection results, but are not 100% 
accurate or reliable. Manual supervision is a must, and for vast volumes of data to label, 
labelling tools need to be crafted to support this Herculean task.

In this work, we present WebLabel, as the first labelling tool that fulfils the require-
ments for massive labelling of OpenLABEL-compliant complex multi-sensor data. The 
tool has been devised to structure internal data following the OpenLABEL schema using 
the open-source library Video Content Description (VCD) [5] in its Typescript version, 
available as an NPM package. This engine accelerates data management, projection across 
views, synchronisation, and support for multiple geometries. Most importantly, it guaran-
tees compliance with the OpenLABEL standard. As a web application, WebLabel can eas-
ily be deployed and run in cloud platforms to orchestrate the labour of hundreds or thou-
sands of annotators, which can be presented with pre-annotated content run by ML models. 
We showcase the ability of our tool to support several popular labelling use cases in the 
automotive industry.
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2  Related work

The efforts employed by the stakeholders of the automotive industry focus on the devel-
opment of autonomous systems. Hence, the sector faces multiple challenges in providing 
intelligence to these systems. Due to the need for Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms, 
the requirement for multimedia content is proportionally growing.

Throughout the last decade, multiple datasets have been openly released so stakeholders 
can feed their deep learning (DL) models and develop intelligent systems for developing 
connected and autonomous vehicles. Common Objects in Context (COCO) [1] is the pri-
mary object detection dataset for computer vision that stores the information as JSON files. 
Pascal Visual Object Classes (Pascal VOC) [5] also contain annotated images with every-
day objects. Though following this format, an XML file is created for each image. Besides, 
the bounding box information is represented differently in both. Most images are manually 
annotated, such as the ImageNet dataset [7] containing 14.197.122 annotated images hier-
archically ordered according to the WordNet. Even if the aim of these datasets is mainly 
the same, interoperability is not assured since the formats are not standard, and the termi-
nology needs to be formalised.

Many labelling tools are available for object annotation to prepare these datasets. Some 
of them are mentioned in the analysis done by Kaur and Singh [6]. However, this is com-
pleted by further exploring the tools that share some of the tool’s features presented in this 
article.

Roboflow [7] and Toronto Annotation Suite (TORAS) [8] are web-based tools fitting 
for collaborative image labelling and instance segmentation of objects. Another web-based 
application is the open-source software published by MIT under the name LabelMe [9], 
endorsed by a database for browsing and image querying. For online video annotation, one 
of the alternatives is VATIC [10]. This tool is suitable for objects; though, it also considers 
other elements, such as Actions understood as temporal attributes of these objects. A fur-
ther tool that supports video annotation is LabelBox [13]. It contemplates the importance 
of relationships and allows connecting two annotations by assigning labels and setting 
whether the relation between them is unidirectional or bidirectional. These element types 
still need to be fully supported and are only anticipated as object-related.

Additionally, 3D-Bat [11] is focused on labelling objects with bounding boxes in 3D 
point clouds. Nonetheless, the interoperability problem has reappeared with these tools. 
Each supports a different format. Some tools are compatible with some of the mentioned 
datasets; for instance, CVAT [12] is an image labelling tool that supports the structure of 
the COCO dataset. Due to this, developers usually require extra effort to adapt the data to 
the required format and translate the terminology.

Furthermore, the structure used by the well-known YOLO [13] neural network is con-
sidered an annotation format [14]. For example, among the tools that support both formats, 
one can find two that are open source. On the one hand, LabelImg [18] is a tool written 
in Python that is prepared for image annotation. On the other hand, Label Studio [15] is 
prepared for multiple data types (image, audio, text, time series). It can be integrated with 
machine learning models for working with pre-labelled data. This application is also pro-
vided with converters among eminent machine learning libraries.

Most of the available data and tools are focused on objects. However, the new devel-
opments demand more awareness about their surroundings. This concludes by requiring 
data with a complex semantic description to feed the training processes. In this domain, 
this is the need to provide a complete description of every element necessary to interpret 
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a scenario. For instance, M.Buechel [16] proposed a method for a semantic description of 
traffic scenes using ontologies and for improving situational awareness by using semantic 
classification conditions. Some works have already stated the importance of event or action 
analysis for developing many applications [17].

Aiming for such interoperability, in this paper, we present our work building WebLabel, 
a tool that fully supports the OpenLABEL standard. The adoption of the standard can be 
combined with the use of ontologies for formalising and conceptualising these definitions 
to assure interoperability. Hence, this paper continues the work presented in [18]. That tool 
was based on the VCD format, the predecessor of OpenLABEL. We use the new standard’s 
more flexible frame-interval definition to present a more versatile annotation tool.

3  Tool overview

WebLabel is a web application designed to label multimedia content (videos, images, point 
clouds, etc.). The user interface (UI) can be configured to enable tagging all the element 
types defined in the ASAM OpenLABEL standard [4]: objects, actions, events, contexts, 
and relations. Hence, the resulting file obtained with the application is generated according 
to the standard.

3.1  User interface (UI)

The presented application supports different data source formats; hence, several use cases 
have been deployed (see Section 6). Yet, the tool has specific characteristics that persist 
throughout all the configuration cases. For instance, the main parts of the interface are 
listed and referenced in Fig. 1 and are part of the nomenclature used in the presented work.

A. Upper menu: buttons with essential functions such as saving the changes locally or 
on the server.

Fig. 1  WebLabel UI main modules
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B. Annotations menu: displays all the annotations of the scene classified according to 
the above-mentioned main OpenLABEL element types. This panel provides options for 
filtering (by type, time range, current frame, etc.) and ordering (by creation date, frame 
interval or type/subtype). Each element can be selected and deleted from the panel. Fur-
thermore, they can be marked as ‘finished’ to exclude them from the general list. This 
helps the users in their labelling strategy since annotations that do not require further 
modifications will not obstruct the work.
C. Stream viewer: is the visualiser of the provided data source. The panel layout is con-
figurable, defining the number of viewer panels and the layer types. Several functionali-
ties have been set to visualise the data and navigate along the viewers:

a Zoom in/out on the viewer to see the objects in detail.
b Move along the image, video, or point cloud.
c Change the camera view (left, front, right, rear) using the tabs. Depending on the 

strategy used by the user, for instance, different views can be visualised at once or 
the same view but having one of them zoomed in.

d Two additional panels can be defined with four cameras, combining all the video 
views: 360º view navigation and top view tab.

e Additional viewer components: Region Of Interest (ROI) area delimitation, historic 
ROI, sight ray, etc. (further information about these elements is in Section 6.3).

D. Timeline: provides the means to analyse and modify the duration of each annotation 
in the scene. The timeline is also the tool to navigate along the sequence and update 
the viewers to annotate the different elements and the location of each object frame by 
frame.
To enhance the tool, automatic annotation features are included. When the interpolation 
mode is activated, interpolation algorithms automatically place the intermediate geom-
etries.
E. Attribute editor: this section is prepared to define the class and all the attributes of 
the elements. There is also an option to set the element as ‘finished’ when the labelling 
is completed.

3.2  Architecture

The architecture of WebLabel is devised to be a multipurpose web-based application com-
patible with the OpenLABEL standard for labelling objects and scenarios. Besides, the 
tool is powered by the VCD Toolkit, which allows the translation of the actions done by the 
user into the human–machine understandable OpenLABEL format.

Figure 2 represents the general architecture of the WebLabel application. Considering 
the function of the module or file, this architecture can be divided into six main parts:

• Data Tools: these modules oversee the data’s loading and management, referring to the 
annotations shown and edited in WebLabel. Among the modules of this group, behold 
the files that read, validate, and edit OpenLABEL files; modules to read the configura-
tion files of the application and the ones that serve as a data interface for all the other 
modules.

• Content Tools: modules that load and process the multimedia content (images, point 
clouds (PCs), videos, image sequences, etc.) that will be visualised in WebLabel.
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• Viewers: these modules manage all the functionalities of the viewers that show the 
multimedia content and the geometry of the annotations. Each type of multimedia 
content has its visualisation module and controller, with other generic modules sup-
porting them. Moreover, each geometry type that represents annotations has its mod-
ule.

• Menus: the functionalities of the different panels (represented in Fig. 1) that com-
pose the web application are controlled by these modules.

• Controllers: each type of viewer has its controller. The controller takes the user’s 
actions with the mouse and the keyboard, transforms them, and distributes them prop-
erly. For example, suppose the user drags a point of any geometry. In that case, the con-
troller communicates how the geometry must be changed to the corresponding geom-
etry module. Also, if the user scrolls the mouse wheel in a video, the controller will 
transfer this information to the corresponding viewer to zoom in or out of the image.

• Geometries: each type of geometry defined in OpenLABEL has its geometry module 
in WebLabel. These modules control how the geometry is painted in the viewers and 
handle the movements and changes from the controllers.

Figure 3 depicts the software stack of the WebLabel application. In this figure, we 
can see which technologies the main parts of the application make use of:

Like any other web application, WebLabel is based on the operating system of the com-
puter and the HTML 5 and JavaScript engine of the browser. In our case, WebLabel has 
been tested in Google Chrome, working on Windows and Linux. Nevertheless, using 3D 
environments for the Viewers of the application makes the fundamental part of the soft-
ware stack different. All the actors in the 3D rendering are depicted in orange. We use the 
JavaScript library Three.js [19] which uses WebGL [20] to render animated 3D computer 
graphics. Like any WebGL-based library, it uses the GPU of the computer for rendering.

The Viewers, their connected modules (Controllers and Geometries), the User Inter-
face Menus and, in general, the whole application are orchestrated with AngularJS [21]. 
This is a web framework for developing single-page applications.

Finally, the Data Tools, the modules that handle and save the user’s annotation 
changes, use the VCD library. This library fully complies with the OpenLABEL format 
and allows loading, saving, and reading annotation information with simple functions.

Fig. 2  General architecture of the WebLabel application
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3.2.1  Input/Output interfaces

WebLabel requires the following input data:

A Configuration file: this file is used to define the layout of the UI and the use case 
requirements:

 I. Task definition: WebLabel can load and display more than one annotation task at 
once. This is helpful when each task is a relatively simple job. For example, users can 
load many images simultaneously when they only have to set whether each image is 
a meme. For each task, the configuration file defines the following:

• Viewers layout: the viewer panel of the UI can be divided into multiple layers, 
and this section of the configuration file is used to define the distribution of the 
viewer. For example, as depicted in Fig. 1, the viewer can be divided into two 
main layers: the left side has five tabs containing the four camera views and a top 
view combining all of them. The viewer’s right side can be configured to show 
the camera view again; however, it shows the point cloud view in this case. This 
section also points to the source file and the overlays for each view.

  Each task can have a different annotation configuration (cars in one task and 
pedestrians in another).

 II. Element configuration: defines the element types that can be labelled in each use 
case. In addition, each class will have its related attributes and characteristics 
that will affect the distribution of the tool.

   As an example, Fig. 4 shows the ‘Kerb’ object class definition, and the relevant 
information for the user that can be gathered is:

• Each element is defined with specific subtype options to avoid free text. In this 
case, ‘Kerb’ has four possible subclasses: ‘Urban’, ‘Mountable’, ‘High-speed’, 
and ‘Submerged’.

Fig. 3  Software stack of the WebLabel application
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• The object has a related ‘position’ attribute set as ‘static’. Therefore, the labelling 
will be done on top of a point cloud (see Section 6.3) instead of frame by frame. 
Moreover, this attribute is not optional, meaning each ‘Kerb’ object must have an 
assigned position.

• The chosen geometry is ‘poly3d open’, an open polygon in three dimensions to 
locate the object.

 III. Overlays: these are additional elements that can be included in the viewer to help 
the user during the performance of the labelling task—for example, the region 
of interest (ROI) or the ego-vehicle trajectory. Further information about these 
is given in Section 6.3.

 IV. Source files: the data sources are established in this section. The input data type 
can be an image, video, point cloud or a combination.

B Preferences file: the file is prepared for configuring the preferences tab, which gives 
some flexibility to the tool features (select annotation when created, add default interval 
when creating a new annotation, etc.). Sets the default values for every configurable 
parameter. This can be modified and saved from the UI tab according to the strategy 
used by the user

C Annotations file: the tool is prepared to work from scratch or have pre-annotations. In 
the second case scenario, the information is provided as part of the input files and must 
be formatted according to the latest version of OpenLABEL.

After completing the tasks, the generated data is outputted as an annotations file in Open-
LABEL format. The whole sequence is assembled as a unique output file.

Fig. 4  Screenshot of the ‘Kerb’ Object class definition in the configuration file
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4  OpenLABEL‑based functioning: General Labelling Method

OpenLABEL is a standardised annotation format developed mainly focused on the auto-
motive domain. Nevertheless, the structure of the standard is flexible enough to host use 
cases related to other disciplines, ranging from object-level image annotations to more 
complex multi-stream semantically enriched scene labelling. The last case could involve 
considering any element crucial for describing a scene and the relations between them. To 
illustrate this, a Euro NCAP [22] adaptive cruise control (ACC) system test-case scenario 
has been considered, and the sequence is divided into three frames in Fig. 5. Likewise, a 
general description of the scenario chronology is done in natural language, and the differ-
ent element types are highlighted with distinctive colours. The cut-in scenario description 
has been completed for the initial state, where each element relevant to the complete defini-
tion has been divided by type.

Since the WebLabel application aims to be fully compatible with OpenLABEL, the user 
interface design is closely linked to the fields and features OpenLABEL contains. Further-
more, the general labelling method is defined according to these characteristics. Thus, we 
will go through the fields composing the OpenLABEL format in the following, explain-
ing how each affects WebLabel functioning and consequently, how the labelling method is 
performed.

4.1  Element‑based labelling

OpenLABEL defines an Element as an entity that can be labelled with a name, type, 
unique identifier, and other properties. Moreover, OpenLABEL has a primary classifica-
tion of Elements (Objects, Actions, Events, Contexts and Relations) [23], which is why the 
Annotation Panel (see Fig. 1) is divided into five submenus, one for each type of Element. 

Fig. 5  Description of the initial state of the Euro NCAP cut-in scenario for ACC system testing
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The user can add, select/deselect, or delete annotations in this menu. It also offers filtering 
and ordering features to ease users’ work.

Once an Element is created and selected via the Annotation Panel, the corresponding 
information is displayed in the Attribute Editor and the Timeline (see Fig. 1). The infor-
mation shown in the Attribute Editor is closely related to the attributes of the Elements 
defined in the OpenLABEL format as depicted in Fig. 6. Each element must have at least 
the listed associated features. Additionally, the editable ones will be set in the UI (see 
Fig.  6) the others will be internally managed by the tool when adding new elements or 
defined in the configuration file.

• uid (not editable): a unique identifier is assigned to each element by the VCD toolkit as 
unsigned integers. These are visible in the UI but are not editable to assure persistence 
and uniqueness through time.

• name (editable): this property is defined as a friendly identifier and must be assigned 
by the user. It is visible in the annotations panel and on top of the geometries for rapid 
identification of the objects.

• type (editable): defines the semantic type or class of the labelled element, and it can be 
concretised by assigning a subtype. This will depend on the ontology supporting the 
data, which orders all the classes of interest for the domain hierarchically and the needs 
of the use case, so it is only editable by a dropdown menu.

• ontology id (not editable): an identifier related to the ontology URL that supports the 
classes used for labelling is also provided.

• Other attributes (editable): each type of Element will have its attributes. Depending 
on the type of data (text, number, Boolean, vector…), the Attribute Editor will dis-
play the corresponding edition mode (dropdown menu, text field, number input, etc.). 
Related to this, the standard supports a limited number of primitive geometry types to 
define the geometry labelling as shown in Fig. 6: 2D bounding box (bbox), 2D rotated 
bounding box (rbbox), 3D cuboid (cuboid), point in 2D space (point2d), point in 3D 
space (point3d), 2D polygon defined by a sequence of 2D points (poly2d), 3D polygon 
defined by a sequence of 3D points (poly3d), reference to an area (area_reference), ref-
erence to a line (line_reference), 3D mesh of points, vertex and areas (mesh). The for-
mat is set in the tool’s configuration file according to the objects of interest for each use 
case.

Fig. 6  ’Attribute editor’ component of the WebLabel
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4.2  Additional concepts for scenario description

WebLabel is prepared to label dynamic data and complete scenarios, which imply a tem-
poral representation of the elements. As a result, additional concepts to elements must be 
understood and configured for completing the labelling method.

4.2.1  Frames

Any information about elements can be static or dynamic, i.e., it can be, by definition, 
equal for the whole scene, or it can suffer changes during the scene. Indeed, the same ele-
ment can have both static and dynamic attributes. For example, the colour of a vehicle will 
be the same for the whole scene, but its position in the video (annotated as a bounding box) 
will change frame by frame.

In OpenLABEL format, the static information is encoded in the ‘element_data’ field 
inside the ‘Element’ field. The dynamic information instead is defined in the ‘Frames’ field 
since the attributes can have a different value in each frame.

Moreover, only some of the annotations will span the whole scene. Usually, an anno-
tation will last only an interval of the scene. It may even have intermittent behaviour. 
Besides, in the second use case described below, it can happen that while the annotation 
persists in the scene, one of the attributes disappears for some frames.

This temporal variability of the annotations or their attributes is encoded in OpenLA-
BEL, which defines the static information in the elements field and the dynamic informa-
tion in the frames field. Thus, this complex behaviour has to be represented and has to 
be editable in WebLabel. The crucial part of the application for this representation is the 
timeline.

Both attribute types are depicted in Fig. 7. Conversely, the static attributes (e.g., posi-
tion, the object’s colour, element type, etc.) do not change throughout the scene’s duration. 
Therefore, the annotator will set these attributes once, representing them as a whole block 
without frames in the timeline. For example, see the ‘gender’ attribute for ‘Object1’ in 
Fig.  7. Conversely, every dynamic element will have a temporal description with frame 
intervals. The element-specific qualities (e.g., number of lanes, road surface conditions, 
position, etc.) are set per frame as their value changes along the scene. For instance, the 
position of the objects is set by placing the corresponding geometry on top of the things 
visible in the images at every frame, as represented by every blue cell in Fig. 7. Addition-
ally, if the same object is not visible, these frames must be disabled to illustrate that it dis-
appears during that time interval this will be noticeable in the timeline since the edges of 
the frame are not coloured. Furthermore, in case an object disappears from the scene for a 
time slot, the frame-interval can be split (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7  Screenshot of the timeline panel
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4.2.2  Streams and coordinate systems

These fields contain information about the recording setup that obtained all the contents 
that will be shown in WebLabel: cameras, lidars, etc. Properly managing data derived from 
sensors involves understanding the position and orientation of these devices. Furthermore, 
the transforms among a source and target coordinate system are also described.

Since this information is fixed in the input annotation file and cannot be edited, WebLa-
bel does not offer the option to alter it.

4.2.3  Metadata

This section summarises basic descriptive information about the file: file or format version, 
author, file name or any other required comment. The metadata section provides flexibility 
since it is additional information that could be interpreted by the user and may be used 
for classification purposes. Nevertheless, it is optional information that does not affect the 
OpenLABEL functionality.

4.2.4  Ontologies

The standard enables linkage to ontologies via pointers in the annotation files. In this 
regard, every element can be related to a formally described concept in a knowledge repos-
itory. Consequently, if semantic relations are annotated, the applications can be configured 
for reasoning and inference of further information.

5  Comparison with existing labelling tools

Due to the importance of data labelling to support AI developments, many tools have 
emerged to provide image, video, and point cloud labelling capabilities. A summary 
of the comparison done for this work is presented in Table 1. Hence, there are several 
labelling tools available; nonetheless, to this day, WebLabel is the only one compatible 
with the OpenLABEL standard, as represented in Table 1. Consequently, it is the only 
tool that allows annotating all the elements required for a complete description of an 
automotive scenario. Some tool developments are already working towards being able 

Table 1  Comparison table of available labelling tools

Name Multipurpose 2D and 3D 
annotations

Multiple 
geometries

OpenLABEL 
compliant

(Semi)automatic 
annotation

WebLabel

Roboflow

Label Studio

CVAT

VATIC

LabelMe

UltimateLabeling

LabelBox

LabelImg

3D-BAT

TORAS
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to label elements other than objects. For example, VATIC contemplates actions as tem-
poral attributes of objects instead of considering them are elements, reducing the infor-
mation that can be associated with them. For instance, the actions could be defined with 
attributes and relations that associate them with multiple elements, such as objects or 
events. LabelBox instead has focused on relations, and currently, the coverage is limited 
to related objects. On another note, Label Studio considered other element types, this 
tool labels emotions or sentiments concretely. With OpenLABEL, these elements could 
be included as contexts in case the labelling of the feeling is done on an image and as an 
attribute of a person if it must be related to a concrete object. On top of that, in WebLa-
bel, these attributes can be treated as dynamic attributes and annotate the changes over 
time.

Likewise, most of the analysed tools are prepared for labelling objects using multi-
ple geometries, and most are repeated from one to another. Nevertheless, only CVAT 
and 3D-BAT support geometries related to 2D and 3D representations. Both tools men-
tioned for 3D annotation only consider cuboids, whereas the presented tool works with 
point3d and poly3d. Considering this aspect must be highlighted that WebLabel is the 
tool that supports more geometries, and that any other application does not consider 
some of them. This is due to the effort put into developing the 3D use case to support 
the point cloud (PC) data recorded by LiDar systems that are vital for the autonomous 
systems being developed in the industry.

Furthermore, most tools allow exporting the data into a typical network or different 
dataset formats such as COCO, Pascal VOC, YOLO, etc. However, usually, the user 
must use a converter to obtain the data into the format of interest or use it in other tools. 
This interoperability problem could be solved by agreeing to use a standardised annota-
tion format such as OpenLABEL.

In terms of functionality, it isn’t easy to objectively evaluate which is friendlier for 
the user or has a better performance for each data source without spending time testing 
each one. Nonetheless, one of the aspects that is known as helpful for the user is hav-
ing semi-automatic or automatic annotating features. Most of them cover this feature, 
even if it is to a different extent. LabelMe and LabelImg tools’ default configuration 
does not provide automatic annotation options. Though, a semi-automatic tool based on 
the last mentioned and YOLOv5 is available [24]. Otherwise, Roboflow, Label Studio, 
UltimateLabeling, LabelBox and CVAT allow hosting machine learning models (pre-
built or custom) to supply pre-labels and save annotation costs. This is currently done 
externally in WebLabel; however, we provide pre-labelled data for all the use cases pre-
sented in Section 6 using custom-trained models. Besides, WebLabel, as well as CVAT, 
VATIC and 3D-BAT, have integrated features to ease the typical annotation actions: 
draw a bounding box, interpolation, filters, and other shortcuts.

6  Use cases

Due to the versatility of OpenLABEL format and, consequently WebLabel, several use 
cases have been tested during the development of the tool. This section intends to rep-
resent such configuration variability and flexibility by describing how the application 
handles the peculiarities of each use case. The proposed cases are mainly conditioned 
by the geometry defined for labelling the scene’s elements.
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6.1  Image labelling

Image labelling is one of the most extended use cases with the most straightforward func-
tionality. Consequently, WebLabel does not provide significant innovations for this use 
case, as with other tools, it is prepared to load one or multiple image(s) at once using the 
tasks feature. Once again, the bounding box should be placed on top of the object of inter-
est and adjusted to its dimensions to perform the labelling task. An example of the UI 
configuration for this use case is shown in Fig. 8. Other attributes can be added if more 
information about the elements is required. Features such as bringing a bounding box to 
the front or sending it to the back have been included for when an overlapping of geom-
etries happens, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, WebLabel offers the capability of cloning 
geometries, enabling the automatic generation of a new object with a unique ID and identi-
cal properties to the original object. This functionality proves especially beneficial when 
labelling parking lots in Fig. 8, as it significantly reduces the time required for the task.

6.2  Multi‑view object labelling

This use case aims to provide the means to label objects having video as the data source. 
As represented in Fig. 9, the viewer can be configured to visualise multiple camera views 
at once. In contrast to usual video players, the viewer can envision the scenario’s elements 
with further detail by zooming in/out on the panel. Thanks to these features, the user can 
define a personalised labelling strategy according to the needs of the use case. For instance, 
one of the working options provided is to visualise different camera views to label multiple 
views with a persistent identifier (see Fig. 9). With this feature, the tracking of the objects 
of a recording can be done by creating a unique entity and setting the position attributes 
for all the associated views. This is possible because the identifier of the objects is unique 
(uuid).

Another working mode could be visualising the same camera view twice but having one 
zoomed in to have a more precise idea of the objects and the other with a general view of 

Fig. 8  UI configuration for Image labelling
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the scene. Furthermore, the videos can be reproduced and visualised on the stream viewer, 
and the annotations corresponding to each instant will be shown on top of the images.

To perform the labelling task, the user should define the position of the objects by frame 
and for every camera view, which provides a very detailed labelling result. For this pur-
pose, the assigned geometries are bounding boxes. However, any geometry of the Open-
LABEL format can be used if needed. Moreover, to set the position for a whole frame 
interval it is helpful to use the interpolation method and then make small changes to the 
frames that are not correctly assigned with this automated method.

Since the automotive domain is the area of interest in this use case, a synthetic scenario 
generated with the Carla simulator [28] has been used for multi-view labelling. An ego-
vehicle with four cameras has been used for the simulation, and the annotations shown in 
Fig. 9 have a persistent identifier. As an example of tacking the objects, note that the red 
van in Fig. 9 has the same name, ‘0_1_13’, in both camera views. Additionally, the config-
uration of the object classes to annotate is done based on the definitions of the Automotive 
Global Ontology (AGO) [25]. Hence, the selected categories are: ‘Vehicles’ with ‘Car’, 
‘Motorcycle’ and ‘Bus’ subclasses; ‘Pedestrian’ and ‘Signs’ considering the ‘Traffic light’ 
and ‘Traffic sign’ subtypes.

6.3  Point cloud view‑based labelling (3D)

Two use cases show how point-cloud-based labelling has been implemented in WebLa-
bel: ‘Curb Stones Detection (CSD)’, using an open polygon in 3D [26] and ‘Parking Space 
Detection (PSD)’ with a closed polygon in 3D. Indeed, as these use cases are in 3D, a 
height attribute is given to each point of the geometry to complete the position information 
of the objects. An example is depicted below in Fig. 10.

These labelling tasks are performed on the point cloud or the provided top view. Moreo-
ver, the tool offers a 360º visualisation constructed by combining the videos of the four 
cameras (front, rear, right and left).

The general view of the top view contains the following elements:

Fig. 9  UI configuration for the multi-view object labelling use case
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A. Curb (CSD) annotations
B. ROI: the region of interest determines the annotation area. Follows the movement of the 

ego vehicle.
C. Ego-vehicle trajectory: represents the path of the vehicle along the scene.
D. Sight Ray: represents the camera heading.
E. Ego: depicts the contour of the ego-vehicle.
F. Historic ROI: represents the evolution of the ROI over time for the scene’s duration. The 

red section in Fig. 11 represents the historic ROI.

Fig. 10  Example of the Top view tab in the video 3D viewer of the WebLabel

Fig. 11  Top view and Point cloud view zoomed-out representation to visualise the historic ROI
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6.4  Action recognition

Although the use cases described above were all focused-on object annotation, OpenLA-
BEL, and WebLabel, can handle other element types. The annotation process of the Driv-
ing Monitoring Dataset (DMD) [27], which was partly done with WebLabel (see Fig. 12), 
can show how the application can be used to annotate Contexts, Objects and Actions.

Considering that the information provided by the DMD dataset is related to the occur-
rence of concrete actions, one of the features that may help analyse the results is to zoom 
in and out on the timeline. This feature gives the user a global view of the whole sequence. 
Besides, the timeline has also split and merging options to set the duration of each action. 
When dividing an interval, gaps will be visible in the timeline, as represented with 
‘Action_9’ in Fig. 12.

In addition, WebLabel can interrelate the different element types to enrich the labelled 
data semantically. The elements defined as ‘Relations’ in OpenLABEL are used for this 
purpose. To define these elements, after specifying the relation’s name, the triple’s subject 
and object should be identified. They will be chosen from the general lists of contexts, 
objects, actions or events. Hence, frame intervals can be also assigned to the relation.

7  Conclusion

The present work’s main contribution is presenting the first OpenLABEL-compatible 
labelling tool. Considering this feature, WebLabel can be used for two main objectives: 
multisensory labelling for ground-truth generation and tag annotation for labelling sce-
narios. Both cases provide a solution to the needs of the latest technological develop-
ments. On the one hand, generating datasets and ground-truth data is crucial for train-
ing AI models and enhancing algorithms. On the other hand, the automotive sector has 
manifested a rising interest in simulation-based testing and formalising a pipeline, for it 
requires providing formalised complete scenario descriptions. Hence, with WebLabel, 

Fig. 12  UI configuration for the Action recognition case with DMD data
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data captured by equipped vehicles can be labelled to define concrete scenarios. These 
files can be further processed to ingest the data into a simulation for testing Automated 
Driving Systems (ADS).

On top of that, considering the comparison done in Section 5, along with CVAT, Web-
Label is the most flexible tool. It is multi-purpose, and several tasks can be loaded simul-
taneously to ease the managing process and back-end configuration requirements to set up 
the tool for the final users. Besides, 2D and 3D labelling is supported by different geom-
etry types. The results of the annotation tasks performed with this tool can be exported in 
multiple formats. Nonetheless, it does not support OpenLABEL, the standard annotation 
format. In this aspect, up-to-date WebLabel seems to be the only labelling tool fully com-
patible with OpenLABEL. Therefore, it appears to be the only tool to label elements other 
than objects over time. In this case, the element types supported by WebLabel are contexts, 
objects, actions, events and relations.

Consequently, this will enable generating heterogeneous datasets for the training algo-
rithms and enhance the development of ADS systems. On top of that, these processes 
increasingly require information with related elements as complete scenario descriptions. 
To our knowledge, WebLabel is the only tool that enables full labelling of recordings for a 
thorough understanding of the scenes.

Moreover, the tool’s usability has been tested for different use cases using actual record-
ings and images. The presented cases are related to automotion; however, the UI is easily 
configurable, and the geometries supported by the tool can be used for other domains.

WebLabel is ready to use, in consequence, a Github repository [28] has been created 
to showcase its applications. Recently an open dataset created by German Centre for Rail 
Traffic Research at the Federal Railway Authority (DZSF), Digitale Schiene Deutschland 
/ DB Netz AG, and FusionSystems GmbH has been published [29]. The dataset consists 
of 45 sequences of annotated multi-sensor data and the WebLabel can be used to visualize 
them [30] as shown in Fig. 13. As part of future work, two new use cases will be tested: 
image segmentation (pixel-wise) and point-cloud segmentation.
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